
MUMBAI: Two weeks after a suicide bombing in
Kashmir in February killed 40 Indian policemen, a
Facebook user called Avi Dandiya posted a live video in
which he played a recording of a call purportedly involv-
ing India’s home minister, the president of the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and an unidentified woman.

The trio could be heard talking about arousing
nationalist sentiment ahead of India’s general election,
with the BJP president allegedly saying in Hindi: “We
agree that for election, we need a war”. Within 24 hours,
one of Facebook Inc’s fact-checking partners in India,
BOOM, exposed Dandiya’s video as fake. An analysis on
BOOM’s website said the video was created by splicing
audio from older political interviews.

By the time Facebook took
down the post, it had received
more than 2.5 million views
and 150,000 shares. There is
no Indian law that specifically
targets fake news, but police
in New Delhi registered a
case of forgery against
Dandiya and an official said
investigations were ongoing.
Still, Reuters last week found
at least four edited copies of
Dandiya’s videos on Facebook
with about 36,000 views. One on Google’s YouTube has
been seen 2,800 times while another on Twitter has
22,000 views.

Messages and e-mails to Dandiya, an avid Facebook
user who last appeared in a live video on March 23,
went unanswered. The home ministry, the BJP president
and party’s information-technology chief did not
respond to requests for comment. The videos underline
how social media companies are struggling with fake
news in India despite saying they’ve taken steps to
tackle the menace ahead of India’s general election,
which starts on April 11.

With 900 million people eligible to vote and an esti-
mated half-a-billion with access to the internet, fake
news can have an enormous impact on the election.
Dandiya’s video, for example, could have seriously dam-
aged Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the BJP if
enough people thought it was true. Policing content has

become a massive global problem for social media
giants which have no template for consistently prevent-
ing online fake news or eliminating it.

Fierce internet disinformation battles gripped coun-
tries such as Brazil and Malaysia last year ahead of elec-
tions. Authorities in Indonesia and the EU, which are
due to hold polls, have warned of the threat of fake
news. In India, Facebook has partnered with fact check-
ers and, like Twitter, ramped up efforts to block fake
accounts. On Monday, Facebook said it had deleted
1,126 accounts, groups and pages in India and Pakistan
for “inauthentic behavior” and spamming, many linked
to India’s opposition Congress party.

Google has partnered with fact-checkers to train
10,000 journalists this year to
better tackle fake news.
Facebook’s popular messaging
app WhatsApp has launched
newspaper and radio cam-
paigns to deter the spread of
misinformation. Social media
companies say they don’t out-
rightly remove all fake posts as
that would jeopardize free
speech. Facebook has said that
circulation of posts which are
debunked, or discovered to be

fake, is reduced by more than 80 percent.

No silver bullet
Posts that violate Facebook’s community guidelines,

including hate speech or content that could incite vio-
lence, are completely deleted, the company said, adding
that Dandiya’s video came under that category. But
even when content has been identified as fake and
removed, slightly modified versions of the same images,
video or text can escape detection and spread further.
“This is a highly adversarial space, so we still miss
things and won’t catch everything - but we’re making
progress,” said a Facebook spokeswoman, who added
that the overall volume of false news had been reduced
on the platform.

“There’s no silver bullet solution in fighting misinfor-
mation.” Twitter said it deeply cares about the poten-
tially harmful effects of misinformation and encourages

users not to share unverified information. A YouTube
spokesman said the company will continue to embrace
the “democratization of access to information” while
providing a reliable service to users. Twitter and
YouTube did not comment on Dandiya’s video.

Shown to be false 
Another fake post that went viral recently was on

popular Indian student leader Kanhaiya Kumar, who was
arrested and charged with sedition after a 2016 rally to
commemorate the execution of a Kashmiri separatist.
Opposition parties said Kumar’s arrest by federal police
was an attempt by authorities to curb free speech. Some
Facebook posts in February described Kumar as anti-
India and showed his photo in front of a map that depict-
ed some Indian states as part of Pakistan. 

Two Facebook fact-checkers in India investigated the

posts and said the image was doctored. Still, a month
later, Reuters found at least two copies of those posts
on Facebook with 375 comments and 1,500 shares.
Facebook in February announced an expansion of its
fact-checking company partners to seven, from two.
Facebook says it also issues an alert to users who try to
share a post which its fact-checkers have debunked, but
doesn’t prohibit further sharing. Reuters found that
when debunked posts of Kumar were shared, an alert
popped up with a link to the fact-checkers’ analysis.
However, all four variants of Dandiya’s videos could be
shared without such fake news alerts from Facebook.
“There is no way you can solve this problem (quickly) ...
the magnitude of the problem is really huge,” said
Kanchan Kaur, a Bengaluru-based assessor at
International Fact-Checking Network at U.S.-based
Poynter Institute. — Reuters
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Debunked news 
still lurks on 
social media

Election Commission, companies struggle to eliminate menace

Despite being exposed, fake news 
thrives ahead of India elections

BEIJING: Photo shows the Whatsapp application logo on a smartphone screen in Beijing. WhatsApp launched a
hotline yesterday allowing Indians to flag rumors circulating ahead of the upcoming election, a major concern in
a country where fake news has fuelled violence. — AFP 

Slain Saudi 
journalist 
Khashoggi 
kids ‘paid’ 
WASHINGTON: The children of murdered
Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi have received
multimillion-dollar homes and are being paid
thousands of dollars per month by the king-
dom’s authorities, The Washington Post report-
ed Monday. Khashoggi-a contributor to the
Post and a critic of the Saudi government-was
killed and dismembered in October at the king-
dom’s consulate in Istanbul by a team of 15
agents sent from Riyadh. His body has not been
recovered.

The payments to his four children-two sons
and two daughters-”are part of an effort by
Saudi Arabia to reach a long-term arrangement
with Khashoggi family members, aimed in part
at ensuring that they continue to show restraint
in their public statements,” the Post said. The
houses given to the Khashoggi children are
located in the port city of Jeddah and are worth
up to $4 million, the newspaper reported. Salah,
the eldest of the children, plans to continue liv-
ing in the kingdom, while the others, who live in
the United States, are expected to sell the
homes, the paper said.

In addition to the properties, the children
are receiving $10,000 or more per month and
may also receive larger payments that could

amount to tens of mil-
lions of dollars each,
according to the
report. Saudi Arabia’s
powerful crown
prince, Mohammed
bin Salman, has been
accused of orches-
trating Khashoggi’s
killing, but the king-
dom has claimed that
the prince was not
involved. Saudi Arabia
initially said it had no
knowledge of

Khashoggi’s fate but later blamed rogue agents
for his death. Its public prosecutor has charged
11 people over his murder.

Pakistan probes photo
In another development, Pakistan’s interior

ministry ordered investigations into six journal-
ists who had posted pictures online of mur-
dered Saudi columnist Jamal Khashoggi, global
media watchdog Reporters Without Borders
(RSF) said. RSF said it was “appalled” to learn
of the investigations, adding that it “condemns
this latest case of intimidation, especially given
the Pakistani police’s past behavior towards dis-
sident journalists”. 

The investigations had been ordered in a let-
ter dated March 13 from the cybercrime wing of
the Federal Investigation Agency, part of the
interior ministry, the group said in a statement.
AFP has been unable to independently verify
the letter, which has been widely circulated on
social media, and Pakistani officials have not
responded to requests for comment. 

According to RSF, the FIA letter named the
journalists as part of what it called “a targeted
social media campaign” against Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammad Bin Salman during his visit
to Pakistan in February. The campaign consisted
of “repeatedly posting photos of Jamal
Khashoggi.... throughout the crown prince’s vis-
it”, the watchdog said. The visit came five
months after the crown prince came under
intense pressure following the murder of
Khashoggi at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul.
Khashoggi had been a fierce critic of the prince,
and his killing ignited a diplomatic crisis.

Pakistan, long allied with Saudi Arabia, was
seeking much-needed investment during the
visit.  The letter said posting Khashoggi’s pic-
tures online “conveyed a very disrespectful
message” towards the visiting crown prince.
Daniel Bastard, the head of RSF’s Asia-Pacific
desk, said: “This kind of harassment of journal-
ists, whose only crime is posting content online
that displeases the authorities, is symptomatic
of the treatment that the Pakistani political
establishment reserves for dissidents.”

“The six journalists targeted by these inves-
tigations by the FIA are known for being out-
spoken on social networks, which are now the
only place where they can express themselves
freely,” he added. Pakistan routinely ranks
among the world’s most dangerous countries
for media workers. Coverage critical of the
country’s powerful military is considered a red
flag, with reporters at times detained, beaten
and even killed for running afoul of the security
establishment. During his visit to Islamabad, the
Saudi crown prince ending up signing invest-
ment deals worth up to $20 billion. — Agencies 
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Murder of child maid forces
Pakistan to soul search
LAHORE: The battered body of 16-year-old servant Uzma Bibi was
found dumped in a canal and her wealthy employer charged with murder,
the latest case highlighting the dangers domestic workers - especially
children - face in Pakistan. Police said Uzma died after blows to the head
with a kitchen utensil. 

She had been working for the family in Lahore for eight months when
she was killed in January this year. Her employer and two other women
remain in custody as a police investigation into the murder and allega-
tions of mistreatment drags on.  “I will not give up, I prefer death, I will
not let them go, I want to see them pay for what they did,” Uzma’s dis-
traught father, Muhammad Riaz, told AFP.

The teenager earned just 4,000 rupees ($28) per month. In Pakistan,
8.5 million domestic workers - including many children - labor for wealthi-
er families according to the International Labour Organization (ILO).
“Parents often see their children as a way to lift their families out of pover-
ty,” explained Arooma Shahzad, general secretary of the Domestic
Workers’ Union, the country’s first — and still its only - such organization.

But domestic workers often face exploitation, violence, and sexual
abuse. Pakistan’s patriarchal culture, with its rigid social class structure,
often prevents them from having a voice. Children are particularly vulner-
able, and Uzma’s case is the latest in a growing number of incidents
involving minors. In 2016 a Pakistani judge and his wife were imprisoned
for torturing their 10-year-old maid, while in 2017 a famous TV presenter
was charged for forcefully detaining her teenage maid. 

“Minors who become domestic workers often find themselves in a
very vulnerable position, the target of abuse and exploitation by their
employers,” warned Shahzad.  Theoretically it is illegal to employ anyone

under the age of 15 in Pakistan, but it remains a common practice.  Saba,
15, had to leave school to work as a maid in Lahore. “I do not really have a
choice, I have to work in two homes every day (to help) my family,” she
said. Her younger sister is expected to follow in her footsteps soon.

‘Lack of humanity’
Details of Uzma’s murder were sensationally revealed during a popular

TV show, during which presenter Mukarram Kaleem made a passionate
plea for justice. The tragic story gave rise to a torrent of outrage on social
media with many using the #JusticeforUzma hashtag, and a broader debate
on the rights of domestic workers in Pakistan, including children. —AFP 

Facebook’s call 
for internet
rules sparks
debate
WASHINGTON: Facebook chief Mark
Zuckerberg’s call for “globally harmo-
nized” online regulation raises questions
about how internet platforms can deal
with concerns about misinformation and
abusive content while remaining open to
free speech. Here are key questions about
the latest proposal from Facebook:

What is Facebook seeking?
The leading social network wants a

single set of rules on content to avoid run-
ning afoul of national requirements to
remove “hate speech” or inappropriate
content, kicking responsibility to a to-be-
determined entity to avoid being accused
of censorship. Zuckerberg said in a week-
end post that “a common global frame-
work” rather than country-by-country
regulation “will ensure that the internet
does not get fractured, entrepreneurs can
build products that serve everyone, and
everyone gets the same protections.” 

The Facebook chief says that the US
and other countries “should build on the
protections” offered in Europe’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), but
stopped short of offering specifics. He did
say any plan should not require data to be
stored locally, “which would make it more
vulnerable to unwarranted access.”

The latest proposals appear to go a
step beyond Zuckerberg’s call last year for
a “supreme court” to make decisions on
questionable content. Analysts say
Facebook desperately wants to avoid
being the final arbiter for what is allowed
or removed-which would put the platform
in a difficult position each time there is
controversy. “Zuckerberg understands
there is deep public concern about social
media and digital platforms,” said Darrell
West, director of the Brookings
Institution’s Center for Technology
Innovation.

“By calling for some global regulations,
he is acknowledging that reality, but seek-
ing to direct regulation in unobtrusive
ways. He is hoping for mild reforms that
don’t disrupt the Facebook business mod-
el and endanger ad revenues.” Adam
Chiara, a professor of communication at
the University of Hartford, said regulations
may end up helping giants like Facebook
which have the resources to comply.
“Other smaller tech companies may not
have the means to adhere to strict regula-
tion,” Chiara said.  “So in a sense, strict
regulation could, ironically, be good for
Facebook now since they had years to
build an empire with little oversight.”

How could global system work? 
Internet regulations vary considerably

by country, with what is considered hate
speech in some countries is protected in
the US and elsewhere. Similarly, there are
vast differences on how private user data
is collected and used is different parts of
the world, with GDPR rules among the
strictest. Lee McKnight, a Syracuse
University professor of information stud-
ies, said some activists for more than a
decade have been calling for a global con-
vention of sorts that could set rules for
online content.

“These platforms transcend individual
nation states, so there is a logic to
addressing them globally,” said
McKnight, who argued for a system like
the international Law of the Sea.
“However, to implement anything like that
could be a decade-long process-if they
had started 10 or 15 years ago we would
be in a better spot today.” It would be
challenging to harmonize rules while
enabling Facebook and other online firms
to use “targeted” advertising, which is the
business model for these companies. “A
good start would be a federal privacy line
United States,” said 

Nuala O’Connor, president of the
Center for Democracy & Technology, a
digital rights group, says a good start
would be passage of an internet privacy
law in the United States. “At present the
US has been only a marginal player in the
conversation around global data protec-
tion law, and should come to the table
with a meaningful, comprehensive
approach that allows new technologies to
flourish, while ensuring that the digital
dignity of the individual is protected.”

What happens next?
Skeptics say Facebook is seeking to

buy time amid calls for tougher regulation
in the US and elsewhere-with some calls
to break up major tech firms and other
activists questioning whether they should
maintain immunity from liability for con-
tent posted by users. “Zuckerberg’s com-
ments were not surprising given the
mounting public pressure and looming
fines and penalties,” said David Carroll, a
professor at the Parsons School of Art &
Design of The New School who follows
social media. “Feels like it’s a good strate-
gy to soften the blow.” Others say
Facebook is just now beginning to
address, on a global scale, the difficult
issues of privacy and content moderation.

“It’s not  just a problem of one compa-
ny,” said Anjana Susarla, a professor of
information systems at Michigan State
University. “Maybe we cannot resolve all
those issues but we need to establish
some framework and Mark Zuckerberg
has taken the first step.” McKnight said it
would be too cumbersome for govern-
ments to try to come together on regula-
tions, and that there is no real alternative
to social platforms monitoring in compli-
ance with laws around the world. — AFP 

LAHORE: Muhammad Riaz, father of 16-year-old Uzma, a maid who was
found dumped in a city canal, shows her picture on a smartphone dur-
ing an interview with AFP in Lahore. — AFP 


